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UK Creative Idea Limited is elevating the art sector's digital presence with a dedicated top-level domain.

UKCI will be the exclusive operator of new .art domains, which will launch in late fall 2016 as a dedicated arts and
culture platform. Transitioning fine arts to the online world is a challenge given their tactility and detail, but a
dedicated domain could lead to meaningful connections and effective infrastructure.

".Art provides clear, simple and immediate association with the art world," said John Matson, CEO of UKCI. "Only an
individual or an organization whose passion, creativity, business or aspirations are connected directly to the art and
culture community would choose an .art domain. '.Com' cannot provide that immediate association to the art
world."

Mas ter of  their domainMas ter of  their domain

UKCI began its process of securing .art top-level domains in 2012, when it submitted an application to the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), the international nonprofit that regulates the Internet's
domain name policy.

.Art domains aim to provide the infrastructure that will enhance the sector's online presence. More name choices,
shorter names and exact match for searches, in addition to the recognition of the .art URL, are among the features
that will help the sector transition more completely to the digital realm.

"We are very fortunate to have secured .art for the long-term," said Ulvi Kasimov, founder of UKCI, in a statement.
"We are at the beginning of an exciting new phase of innovation for art online, and .art will be an important
facilitator for existing and future players within the arts and culture community."
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Sotheby's portrait

The domain is for use by museums, galleries, artists and auction houses alike. With a dedicated .art address, will
also help newer entrants to the art world establish and protect their brand names.

Interested parties can request a .art domain here. The domains will go live later this year.

Asked if they had plans to register .art domains and to comment on the potential, auction houses Sotheby's and
Christie's both declined to comment.

Top-level domains that differ from the more common ".com" have been introduced to the luxury industry before,
most notably with the creation of .luxury domains in 2014 (see story).

.Luxury domains sought to further reinforce luxury's exclusivity and value proposition by creating an easily
recognizable platform. If a brand were to run its ecommerce exclusively through a luxury domain, for example, it
could help to deter or make more conspicuous counterfeiters and unauthorized channels.

While numerous brands purchased domains, .luxury never took off, perhaps because the prospect of differentiating
the site from a .com or of funneling consumers from one to the other would be too difficult, or the benefits too
small.

City-specific domains, including .nyc and .london, have also failed to catch on.

One potential use for .art domains is for specific auctions. This could help both with funneling search traffic and
with the interface and design of an auction, which would no longer need to conform to the aesthetic of the
auctioneer's host site.

Subhed2
Luxury auction houses are always on the search to adapt their businesses for the digital age.

In March, International auction house Sotheby's began writing its next chapter with the launch of a mobile
application for iPhone and iPad.

The multinational corporation was established more than 270 years ago and continues to thrive, indicating a
willingness to adapt to changes technological and otherwise, with the app being merely the latest step. An increased
mobile presence is a necessary step in connecting with an increasingly mobile audience (see story).

"The art industry continues to increase its presence online," Mr. Matson said. ".Art is  the art world's new dedicated
domain.

"The existing top-level domains will continue to become overcrowded, with less name choice availability and more
challenges to stand apart," he said. ".Art provides greater name choice, shorter names, exact match for key words,
and immediate identification with the art world."
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